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HOW WISE LEADERS INNOVATE WITH IMPACT

Course context 

CPG brands are at the leading edge of the transition 
to a more sustainable global economy. They are well 
placed to do so with hundreds of millions of 
customers around the world. Impact-led leaders are 
beginning to identify imaginative ways to deal with 
changing expectations of their brand and value chain 
stewardship.  

What to Expect 

How Wise Leaders Innovate with Impact integrates 
the five wise capacities with impact-led innovation 
knowledge and practice. Over three days, participants 
will learn about impact-led innovation practice and 
engage in task-orientated group work, based on 
GoodBrand’s Sociovation® process. Groups will work 
on a chosen consumer or corporate brand and will be 
guided to create impact-led innovation solutions to 
sustainability challenges and opportunities. Mini cases 
will be used to enable shared learning and sustainable 
innovation thinking relevant to the CPG sector.  

Instructors 

Geoff Moore, Professor of Business Ethics at Durham 
University Business School.  

Dean Sanders, Founder and Chairman of GoodBrand  

Mike Thompson, CEO of GoodBrand and Adjunct 
Professor at Gustavson School of Business,  
University of Victoria.

Key Benefits 

Further your personal and professional development 
as a leader through the application of wise leadership 
thinking and principles.   

• Practice co-creating impact-led concepts to
develop differentiated innovation platforms for
sustainability and market challenges.

• Learn how substantiating brand purpose can
strengthen brand equity and customer loyalty while
making a positive impact on society and the
environment.

• Uncover hidden or unexpected connections,
insights, and trends to open new growth pathways
for your business and brands,

• Network with peers from diverse industries and
functional areas to get fresh ideas about how data
can be used effectively.

• Understand how and why practical wisdom can
make a difference to leadership and sustainable
innovation practice.

Who Should Attend 

Senior leaders who have a stake in their company's 
strategy, sustainability and innovation programmes. 

Functional heads in marketing, sustainability, finance, 
corporate communication, public affairs and supply 
chain functions.

Durham University Business School 
Internationally accredited, Durham University Business School is proudly integral to one of 
the world’s prestigious universities. Our vision is to lead business thought and practice to 
improve global wealth and well-being. Our mission is to develop and enthuse leaders and 
entrepreneurs who create, share and use knowledge to deliver equitable and sustainable 
futures around the world. 

GoodBrand 

GoodBrand is an impact-led innovation consultancy founded in London in 1997. It works 
with multinational consumer products companies to develop programmes that have a 
positive social and environmental impact. The GoodBrand team combines expertise in 
innovation, corporate strategy, brand marketing, sustainability and impact investing.  

Business School

For further information visit: www.durham.ac.uk/business/wiseleadership

https://www.dur.ac.uk/business/news-and-events/event-details/?id=37976



